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ERRATA.

Since  Chapter V . was printed information has been received from the Colonial

Office ,  through the instrumentality of the Registrar-General, Mr. M. A. C. Fraser,
which suggests that the Parmelia first sighted the Western Australian coast on the Ist
June, 1829. Captain Fremantle left the Cape of Good Hope in the Challenger for Swan
River on 20th March ,  and on 25th April anchored off Garden Island. On 27th April the
Challenger entered Cockburn Sound, and struck on a sunken rock without suffering any
ill effects. On 2nd  M ay possession was taken of the west coast of New Holland ,  the flag
being hoisted on the south head of the Swan River, and not on the north head as stated
in page 39 .  Captain Fremantle sighted the Parmelia on 1st June, and on 2nd June that
vessel entered the Sound and struck on the Parmelia rock .  On 8th June the Sulphur
(see page 42 )  anchored in the Sound and sent some troops to relieve Captain Freinantle's
party on the mainland .on 17th June. It is to be supposed that Captain Stirling, the
Lieutenant -Governor ,  landed on the south head of the Swan on that or the following day.
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crab-catchers, cormorants, gulls, pelicans," and pictures were carefully

drawn of some of these by the versatile navigator. Dampier gives

the first description ever written of the kangaroo :-

"The  land animals that we saw here were only a sort of racoons,
different from those of the  West  Indies, chiefly as to their legs  ;  for these
have very short fore legs ; but go jumping upon them as the others do (and
like them are very good meat)."

He quaintly describes

"A  sort of guanos ,  of the same shape and size with other guanos
described ,  but differing from them in three remarkable particulars ; for
these had a larger and uglier head, and had no tail, and at the rump,
instead of the tail there ,  they had a stump of a tail, which appeared like
another head ,  but not really such ,  being without mouth and eyes. Yet this
creature seemed by this means to have a head at each end  ;  and,  which may
be reckoned a fourth difference ,  the legs also seemed all four of them to
be fore legs ,  being all alike in shape and length ,  and seeming by the joints
and bending  to be  made as if they were to go indifferently either head or
tail foremost."

These guanos were speckled black and yellow like toads, had

scales or knobs on their backs like crocodiles, were slow in motion,

and their livers were spotted black and yellow, " and when opened

hath a very unsavoury smell. I did never see such ugly creatures."

He had eaten snakes and crocodiles and alligators, and many other

ugly creatures, but no matter how hungry he did not think he could eat

this harmless Australian lizard. Then Dampier goes to much trouble to

clearly describe the sea-fish-the "mighty whale," the oysters, the tur-

tles, and the " strange and beautiful shells." Of oysters there were two

varieties, the eating oyster and the " pearl kind," which is the first

mention we have of the pearl beds which have been such a source of

wealth to Western Australia. The company refreshed themselves

on fish, fowl, and kangaroo, cruised round the bay and the islands

at its mouth, but finding no water, on the 14th August sailed north-

east to discover a more fertile shore. In starting they saw three

yellow, dark brown, spotted, water serpents, about four feet long

and the size  of a titan 's wrist, which they were greatly interested in

at first, but the numbers they afterwards observed made them a

common sight. Constantly taking soundings and observations,

they kept  near  the coast, passing large shoals of whales and

dolphins ; the dismal noise made by the former in blowing and

dashing the sea with their tails 11 was very dreadful." Their next

anchorage was on 21st August,  near  rocky islets outside Nickol

Bay and Cossack. They coasted round some of the islands, wishing

to come upon a suitable place where the men could land and seek

water, but the country both on the mainland and on the islands

appeared inhospitable and barren indeed.

Here Dampier prophetically foreshadows the gold that was

found a few miles inland some years ago. He sought out a course

among these islands for water and other refreshments, " besides, that

among so many islands we might have found some sort of rich

mineral  or ambergris, it being a good latitude for both these." Just

here it is well to mention that a misconception exists that Dutch

charts of the sixteenth century, containing the words, " Beach,"

Provincia Aurifera,  applied to a portion of the Northern coast,

suggest that gold must have been found there. That talented man,

Mr. C. H. Coote, who has charge of the Department of Maps and

Drawings in the British Museum, has been applied to for a solution

of the question, and he replies that--

" The legend of `Beach,'  Provincia Aurijera ,  does not occur on the
Chart No. 90,056  (1) Dampier 's, but amongst others on the Map of the
World, by Peter Plancips ,  the Dutch geographer, 1594.

" The whole thing is a myth and a geographical blunder of the first
half of the sixteenth century.

" You will find it on the Mercator 's large Chart of 1569, and on his
earlier Earth 's Globe of 1541.

" It arose from a misreading of Marco Polo 's  De Regionibus Orien-
talibus ,  lib. 3, caput 2, inserted in Gryneeus'  (S.)  Novus Orbis  1537

(Yule's  Marco Polo,  bk. 3, chap. 7, note 3). `Beach,' or ` Beeach,' is a
misprint for ` Locack' (Lokok, the Chinese name for a former province of
Lower Siam). This was ignorantly transferred by the early sixteenth century
geographers to an imaginary great Southern Continent , the N.W.  corner
of which was supposed to be the two provinces of  ̀Beach, Provincia
Auri / era'-` Maletur  regnum' with  '  Lucack  regnum' repeated, in ignorance
of the latter being the correct reading of  ' Beach."'

Dampier landed on one of these islands, now included in

Dampier Archipelago, and because of a shrub he found resembling

rosemary, he named it Rosemary Island. The men could there obtain

no water, but were gladdened with oysters and turtle, and the sight

of several kinds of beautiful flowers. They left the locality on 23rd

August, and sailing north anchored on the 30th somewhere near the

boundaries of the Kimberley and North West Divisions. Much

smoke was discerned rising from the shore, and Dampier assumed

fresh water must be obtainable. While anchored that night the

mariners witnessed an eclipse of the moon. In the morning

Dampier with several men armed with muskets and cutlasses for

defence, and pickaxes and shovels to dig wells, went ashore. Three

11 tall black naked men " stood watching their approach, but made

off when the whites came to close quarters. The natives ascended a

small hill, and were there joined by several others, and from its apex

looked down upon these white-skinned visitors, whose descendants were

destined to dispossess them of their land, yet again when Dampier

went towards them they retreated down the other side. From this

hill-top Dampier saw " things like haycocks," which he at first

believed were huts, and afterwards assumed they were huts. In this

he was probably mistaken, for they were more likely to be ant-hills.

Then the navigators searched for water, but found none, and they began

to dig wells. The natives evidently watched from their hiding-places,

when more emboldened, nine or ten of them at last approached

until they came to a hill-top, where they stood menacing

and threatening with great noise. One of them, leaving the

rest, drew nearer, and Dampier went to meet him. The other

natives now followed their companion at a distance, and when

Dampier was within some yards of the sable warrior he made all the

signs of peace and friendship he could. The native was apparently

astonished at the demonstration and took to flight nor could

Dampier approach close to any of them for some time. In the after-

noon he took two of his men with him and walked along the shore hoping

to catch a native and question him as to fresh water. About twelve

aboriginals watched his movements, and cunningly followed at a

distance. Dampier and his men hid themselves behind a sandbank,

and the natives, intending to seize them, dispersed around the sand-

hill so as to intercept their enemy. One of Dampier's men, with a

cutlass in his hand, ran towards some of them, and they, at first

running away, drew him over the sandhills and stopped and fought

him with their wooden lances or spears. Dampier fearing what

would happen, gave chase, and when on the hill-top witnessed the

encounter. One native turned and hurled a spear at him, which

narrowly missed its object, and he thinking to frighten them away,

fired his musket. At first the report startled them, but they soon
" learnt to despise it, tossing up their hands and crying  pooh, pooh,

pooh,  and coming on afresh with a great noise." Dampier, seeing

the young man was in some danger, shot at and wounded a native,

whereupon the two of them hurried back to the shore, Dampier

exceedingly " sorry for what had happened." The young man was

struck through the cheek by a lance, but recovered after a few days.

The natives carried away their wounded companion. Dampier

wrote :-

"Among the New Hollanders, whom we were thus engaged with,
there was one who by his appearance and carriage ,  as well in the morning
as this afternoon ,  seemed to be the chief of them, and a kind of prince or
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servant of those placed under him, and a courteous administrator.

Whether a wise one or not, he was yet a true friend of Western

Australia.

During the remaining months of 1838 Sir James paid visits to

all the settlements he had established in the colony. He went to

York and the surrounding districts, to the Murray, Leschenault,

Vasse, Augusta and King George's Sound. In most of them he

delivered farewell speeches, and promised while in England to spare

no effort to serve colonists. A public meeting was held in Perth in

October, whereat it was decided to prepare an elaborate address and

to purchase a piece of plate for presentation to His Excellency. The

speeches on this occasion testified the love and respect held for

him.

As the time of his departure approached the Governor became

more and more popular every day. On the 20th December Sir

James and Lady Stirling gave a farewell ball to the colonists, and

dancing was kept up till breakfast next day. On Christmas Eve a

meeting of the Executive Council was held, and on the 31st

December a deputation presented him with a service of plate and an

address from all classes of colonists. When the deputation withdrew

he sat in Council for the last time, and read a written address to the

members. Thus closed Governor Stirling's administration and the

year 1838.
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ill

Y a singular coincidence Sir James Stirling relinquished

the reins of Government on 31st December, 1838, and

in the first week of the new year John Hutt

assumed them. One retired with the old year ; the

other arrived with the new. It was so appropriate and con-

venient as to appear a preconcerted arrangement.

For some years the new Governor, Mr. John Hutt, had

evinced a lively interest in colonial affairs, and with his brother,

William Hutt, M.P., and other gentlemen in England, attempted

to apply a new system of colonisation to Western Australian

settlement. Influenced, probably, by these facts, the Home

Government appointed him to succeed Sir James Stirling. Mr.

Hutt was well acquainted with commercial affairs, and had

already studied some essentials of colonial life and the principles

of colonisation. A writer of those days described him as being of

an enlightened frame of mind, firm, sagacious, and benevolent.

Mr. Hutt reached the colony on 2nd January, 1839, and

met the retiring Governor at Fremantle. The two gentlemen

had much to say to each other, and remained together until the

next day. On the 3rd Mr. Hutt proceeded to Perth, where he

was received by the civil officers. His commission was formally

examined, and then he was introduced to the Executive Council.

The proper oath was administered, his commission and different

proclamations were read in public, and a short meeting of the

Executive Council was held. On the 4th the Legislative Council

sat to receive the Queen's representative.

It was a week of many doings. After the formal meeting

of the Legislative Council on the 4th, the Governor, the Council,

and private citizens repaired to Fremantle to bid good-bye to Sir

James Stirling. A dinner and a ball were tendered him, and

on the 5th all the gentry assembled on the small Fremantle

wharf, and raised their voices in cheers for their departing.

friend. Sir James was visibly affected. Later in the year he

was presented with a service of plate in London on behalf of the

people of Western Australia.

Mr. Hutt at once increased the membership of the Legis-

lative Council. The British Government had years previously

given the local Governor the power to nominate non-official

members to this body ; but, considering the proper period had

not arrived, and at the express wish of settlers, Stirling did not make

any appointments. Colonists preferred not to be represented

except through the medium of direct members elected by them-

selves. But it was now determined to nominate new members,

and on the 5th January Governor Hutt issued a proclamation

declaring William Locke Brockman, George Leake, Thomas Peel,

and William Tanner non-official members of the Legislative

Council of Western Australia for as long as they continued to

reside in the colony. The four new members took their seats for

the first time when the Council met on 4th March.

A . new and bold policy in land and native administration

was inaugurated by Governor Hutt. These were the all-

important questions of the period, and he quickly evidenced

his intention to apply the land regulations to the letter, and

sought to civilise and better the condition of the natives, and

believed it could be done with little difficulty. He devoted him-

self to an earnest and exhaustive examination of the native

question, and proceeded to apply preconceived notions relative

to the land. His first public acts were not altogether calculated

to render him popular or to satisfy colonists.

Sir James Stirling had used the power reposed in him with

delicacy and deliberation, and, especially with regard to the land
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HE star of ill-omen under which Western Australia suffered

for the first few years of settlement again projected its

cold rays upon her. For a brief period good pro-

gress had been made, but once more dull depression and

years of tribulation were entered upon. The cause was variously

accounted for. Some people discovered it in the want of labour

some in the conditions -under which land was sold ; some in the

abnormal rates of interest, and the excess of imports over exports.

The first signs were observed in a dispiriting fall in prices of stock,

and in a lamentable and constant drainage of specie from the little

colony. Various schemes were advocated to secure the inauguration

of an era of prosperity.

Since the inception of settlement enormous prices had been

paid for sheep, yet by laudable thrift colonists were able to purchase

fairly large flocks. It came as a great surprise, now that they

possessed sheep sufficient to establish a substantial export trade in

wool, that prices should fall to almost a tithe of what they were in

previous years. It was apparently an unexpected circumstance, and

caused them to bemoan their bad fortune. In recent years prices

of sheep had slightly receded, but early in 1843 the fall Was

remarkable. In February Messrs. L. and W. Samson held a sale,

when ewes, which for years before had sold at from £ 3 to £6, only

brought 10s. The prices of wethers receded to 19s. 6d., ewe lambs

to 10s., wether lambs to 6s. 6d., and four and six-tootle to 14s. Gd.

But with the multiplication in number of sheep, there had not

been a corresponding growth of population. While flocks had

increased exceedingly, people had increased but little, and the ratio

was not preserved. There were few consumers, and in the absence

of a reliable and large export trade, the sheep market was bound to

become depressed. Thenceforth the prices of sheep continued low,

and no longer was a famine in fresh meat possible.

At the opening of the Legislative Council on 15th June, 1843,

Governor Hutt delivered an important speech relating to the

condition of the colony. The events of the past year had proved,

he asserted, the stability of Western Australia, but although

numbers of immigrants had arrived, who all found profitable

employment, there was still a dearth of labour for farming and

stock operations. He suggested that, since prices of stock had

fallen so low, colonists should employ their capital in new spheres.

The disparity existing between the amounts of imports and exports

was great. There was an enormous balance of trade against the

colony, which had to be provided for by either sending specie out of

the colony or issuing extra Treasury Bills. Trade could not be

beneficially prosecuted on such terms. To avoid embarrassment,

some additional exchangeable commodities must be exported.

It was soon evident that the public considered the labour

question contained the solution of the problem. The introduction

of emigrants by the Western Australian Company for the settle-

went at Australind had, with those imported by the Govern-

ment and private persons, afforded some relief to the market. In

April, 1843, the emigrant ship Success landed others, but though

these soon, found situations, their numbers were not considered nearly

adequate. At a meeting, on 21st June, 1843, of a society termed

the Western Australian Society, formed in Perth to advertise the

natural and acquired advantages of Western Australia as a settle-

ment, the chairman, M r. Peter Brown, observed that the progress of

the colony was retarded by the want of labour. He advocated the ac-

giiirement of special funds to encourage immigration. The Advocate-

General, Mr. G. F. Moore, who had recently returned from a visit

to England, was also convinced that immigration would result in

greater prosperity, and regretted the continued misstatements which

were being circulated concerning the colony. He collected a number

of newspaper clippings which showed a lamentable lack of knowledge

of Western Australia. Mr. Brown somewhat hastily congratulated

the society that the English press was at last convinced of the

importance of Western Australia. Increased immigration was

advocated, and several colonists announced that the introduction

of a band of convicts would stimulate prosperity.

That the English press momentarily began to espouse the

cause of colonists is evident. The  Times,  in April, 1843, published

an article on colonisation, together with a memorial presented to

the Imperial Government by London bankers, merchants, and

others, importuning the authorities to conduct colonisation on such

a large scale and on such sound principles as would offer a safe and

ready field for augmenting British trade. Many Englishmen

were already looking with hope to the British colonies to afford all

opening for home manufactures, and the House of Commons was

devoting more attention to colonial affairs. But with all this

beginning of interest at home in Britishers abroad, matter inimical

to Western Australian affairs still found publication in England

and the neighbouring colonies.

A committee was appointed by the Legislative Council to

decide on the most appropriate method of obtaining a supply of

labour. Its report, which was presented to the Council on 18th

October, 1843, dealt with the question of raising sufficient money

by land sales for assisting immigration. The members of the com-

mittee despaired of supplying the demand in this way, and

estimated that in the ensuing year 400 servants would be required,

made up of 100 shepherds or boys to mind flocks, 200 farm servants,

and 50 male and 50 female domestic servants. To secure this number,

they advised that a loan be obtained from the Home Government,

the interest to be provided for by an annual vote on the Estimates,

by moneys derived from land sales, transfer duties, and other land

fund sources. In the event of the non-acceptance of this suggestion,

they counselled the establishment of a system of bounty. The

report was adopted, and forwarded by Governor Hutt to the

Imperial Government, who refused to accede to either recom-

mendation.

Late in October, twenty-eight juvenile emigrants (boys) were

brought to the colony by the Shepherd, and secured engagements in

trades, or in farming and pastoral pursuits. The population of the

colony at the end of 1843 was given as 3,853, of whom 1,153

resided in Perth. For all their years of striving against contrary

circumstances the pioneers had gained little advantage, and Western

Australia had but a small community.

While believing the labour question contained the solution of

their distress, settlers did not disregard the advice of Governor Hutt.

The readiest means of employing what little capital they had was

in their forest resources, and by a timber trade and by generally

increasing the exports they hoped to draw money into the colony.
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SHEEP. ACRES. RENTAL.

1,000 4,000 £10
1,500 6,000 £12
2,000 8,000 £14
3,000 12,000 £16
4 000 16 000 £18,
5,000

,
20,000 £20

And so on in the same proportion. No license of less than

4,000 acres was given. A horse or a bullock was reckoned to be

equal to four sheep. Some large areas were taken up.

A circular despatch was sent by Earl Grey to the various

Australian colonies in 1818, suggesting a new set of land regula-

tions, principally in regard to the leasing system. Each colony

treated the matter substantially in a different spirit. The

Western Australian Legislative Council appointed a committee

to consider the suggestions, and to draw up regulations. All its

members were large landholders, a fact which was adversely

commented on with dogged iteration. The committee proposed

to divide leased lands into two classes. Those in Class A were

for seven years tenure, to date from 1st January to 31st

December, open for pastoral or tillage purposes. Class B

embraced those lands not included in Class A. In Class A the

committee would exclude from its privileges-(1) all lands within

two miles of the sea-coast line ; (2) all lands within three miles of

all town  sites  ; (3) all lands within two miles of either bank of

certain named rivers and of permanent streams of the colony; (4)

all lands within ten miles of the top of Wizard Peak, of the

junction of the Fitzgerald and Elives Rivers, of the summit of

East Mount Barren, and such other lands as the Governor might

afterwards proclaim ; and (5) all lands within three miles of all

fee-simple grants. Tillage  leases  were issued only under Class

A. The objectionable features are obvious.

Mr. M. W. Clifton wrote that under these regulations all

good land, water, and proximity to towns and settled districts

would be shut out from desiring settlers. The  Independent

Journal  of 22nd June, 1849, also pointed out that "a virtual

prohibition of tillage, unless by purchase, is made of the whole

of the land in the colony which  is at all  likely to pay for

cultivation." Moreover, a '1 very suspicious preference is given

to large landholders, who, in fact, were the principal framers of

the regulations (probably owning among them one-half of the

land of the colony). As if, forsooth, they had not already culled

out the best portions of the country, and left little else for new-

comers but sand and scrub, on even which they cannot bear

the pollution of others settling within three miles of their

principalities. Surely the colony has suffered sufficient from the

enormous  possessions  of these lords of the soil without the evil

being perpetuated by fresh regulations of their own framing."

Such a state of affairs could not be allowed to go With no

pretension to representation in the making of their laws, public

meetings and memorials were the only means settlers had of

asserting themselves. Messrs. W. L. Brockman, R. M. Hab-

good, L. Lukin, J. T. Cooke, A. O'G. Lefroy, and L. Samson

called for a meeting, which was held in Perth on 18th July. It

was largely attended, and unanimously proclaimed "that the

regulations framed by the committee for the occupation of the

waste Crown lands are unsound in policy, unjust in principle,

inapplicable to the wants of the colony, in opposition to the

wishes of the colonists, and, if adopted, will tend to frustrate the

introduction  of immigrants , the increase of revenue, the pro-

duction of wool, and cause a gradual depopulation of the
settlement."

Those people present were certain of their views. It seemed

to them that  such  an effort to  impose a piece  of bad  legislation

called for a ,,distinct  expression  of opinion  as to  the law- makers.

Only one course was open to them-to propose a vote of want of

confidence by means of  a memorial  to the Home Government.

It was carried, before the meeting terminated- (1) " That as the

settlers have no confidence in certain members of the Executive

Council, that a memorial to the Home Government be drawn up,

embodying substantial  reasons  for the same, and praying their

removal ; and that His Excellency the Governor be requested to

forward the  same. " (2) " That His Excellency the Governor,

after be has received Her Majesty's approval  of his list  of gentle-

men eligible  to sit as  members of the Legislative Council, be

respectfully requested to cede so much of his prerogative in

favour of the colonists as to allow them to select members from

that list " A third resolution dealt with the tariff, and asked

that the  ad valor em  duty should not be estimated according to

the value at the place of shipment, but according to the cost of

production in the colony. A committee was appointed to draw

up a memorial, but with the withdrawal by the Council of the

most objectionable provisions of the proposals, the memorial was

allowed to lapse. A condemnatory meeting was also held at

York.

Ever since the imposition by Governor Irwin and his Execu-

tive of the toll on sandalwood,  and a  proposal which he made to

raise official  salaries, he  and others were severely animadverted

on oy the people. Hence the desire for a change in the  personnel

of the Council arose not alone from these proposed land regula-

tions. From one cause or another several changes took place in

the Executive and Legislative Councils in the years 1848 to 1853.

Dr. Madden, who was held unblameable for the sandalwood toll

and other acts which caused colonial annoyance, severed his con-

nection with the Government  late in  1848, and left the colony,

amid  general  regret, in 1849. 111-health and the accidental

death of his son were apparently  the reasons . Mr. Bland, for

many years Government Resident at York, and subsequently

Secretary to the Governor, succeeded Dr. Madden as Colonial

Secretary. Mr. T. N. Yule succeeded Mr. Bland in June, 1850,

who in his turn gave way to Mr. C. A. J. Piesse in November,

1850. Then, in September, 1851, Major H. A. Sanford became

Colonial Secretary,  a position  he occupied until 1855. The

private members of the Legislative Council in 1850 were Thos.

Brown, M. W. Clifton, and L. Samson. Mr. G. F. Moore went

to England  on leave of  absence, and in 1852 Mr. B. W. Vigors

became Acting Advocate-General. Captain E, Y. W. Henderson,

Comptroller-General, became a member of the Executive and

Legislative Councils in June, 1852, and Mr. W. P. Clifton a

private member of the Legislative Council. In 1853 Mr.  Bernie
was appointed Advocate-General, and arrived in the colony in

January, 1b54. Colonel Irwin  resigned , and was succeeded by

Captain G. lvi. Reeves. With all these changes members for

whom colonists had special antipathy had voluntarily left thye

Council, and of the pioneers only the popular Surveyor-General,

Mr. Roe, and the Judge, Mr. Mackie, remained. These two

gentlemen retained the regard of the people unaltered. Mr. G. F.

Moore finally severed his excellent connection with the political

institutions of the colony. For long years he had earnestly
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UCH a momentum was given to development in

1861 -8 that it would seem as if the introduction of

convicts had provided a panacea to dispel all deep-

rooted troubles .  The position was so improved that

the colony could gracefully dispense with such a dubious source

of wealth.

After considering the position in 1850 with that at the

end of 1861 -8 even the prejudiced critic must confess that

though convictism was dangerous ,  doubtful ,  and repugnant, it

certainly gave settlement an impulse that decades of struggling

and waiting would not have done. And with the advantage of

succeeding years of knowledge he might also confess that trans-

portation was almost justified by results .  The convict lost

nothing but the home he proved himself unworthy of ; he gained

lighter punishment ,  a better standing ,  and an infinitely greater

opportunity of winning name and fortune. The setter ran risks

of having his infant country corrupted ,  of condemnation for

resorting to questionable agents to obtain prosperity  ;  he secured

a temporary prosperity without the permanent vitiation that was

anticipated.

It would seem improbable that an armyof over 9,000 criminals

could be quartered for years in a community of lesser numbers
in adults without becoming the dominating power, and leaving

an indelible memorial of its presence on the character and

physique of succeeding generations .  To a slight extent - perhaps
not more than the usual proportion in a country - signs of crimi-

nality are to be seen in the faces of isolated communities ; also,

even to this day, the indigence and hopeless inebriety of the class

are found in one or two rural districts .  Some point to a crowded

lunatic asylum as an aftermath .  And yet ,  by instituting com-

parisons between Western Australian communities and others in

Australia ,  where convicts were never introduced ,  the value of

these conclusions will be minimised. Officials trace the number

of lunatics to consanguineous marriages in remote portions of the

colony ; heat, or isolation in lonely places ,  have probably caused

similar results .  Drunkenness was not confined to convicts. Mrs.

Millett, Mr. Howard Willoughby (the writer of a pamphlet on

Western Australia in 1864 ),  convict officials in their reports, and

newspapers, repeatedly recorded that among sections of free settlers

and pensioners intoxication was as rife as among felons. In

point of morality a Western Australian community to-day will

compare with any other Australian community.

This substantial absence of taint comes from the most

natural consequences .  So irregular were the li% es of the worst

classes of convicts that they seldom married or became fathers of

families. They spent all their wages in drink, in serving their

own vitiated appetites ,  and therefore they did not set up house-

keeping. Their existence was precarious and sottish and short.

Then large numbers left the colony altogether  ;  it is impossible

to record how many .  Notwithstanding strict regulations hundreds

succeeded in entering eastern colonies ,  while hundreds more

removed to other parts of the world .  The best classes estab-

lished homes in Western Australia and begat families. Their

conduct was so excellent that often no difference could ue detected

between them and freemen. But it is in the children of convicts

that the most gratifying variations and consequences are obser-
vable. At first thought it would be considered that in moral

heredity the children would take after their parents .  To quite

a remarkable proportion this was not so.  Whatever  be the

cause, whether environment, opportunity, absence of incentive

and temptation ,  or climate ,  these children became Austtalians in

character and temperament. They were educated side by side

with the children of the free, and since they have become men

and women they have enjoyed equal opportunities for wealth.

The criminal records of the last twenty years-1877 to  1897-

show  a singular immunity from serious crime.

A glance at the social conditions of Western Australia in

1861-8 adduces some curious facts. The free people were not

affected to any serious extent by - the advent of the emancipated

class. There was a great gulf between free and bond-a gulf,

one writer put it, as deep as that separating Dives and Lazarus.
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HE  historical portion of this work sets out in as clear language
11 as we could command the very considerable land resources

of Western Australia. The outside world has implicitly

believed the general report that this colony possesses few, if any,

advantages of soil and climate. Such people are ignorant of the

fact that while there are large areas of poor land, desert tracts

that suffer by intermittent rain-falls, there are also several districts

containing very large areas of soil capable of producing the best

agricultural, horticultural, and fruit products, and fitted and

destined to contribute by export to the requirements, in cereals,

fruits, and wines, of other countries. In the far north there are

areas of pastoral lands

equal in fertility to the

best portions of Queensland

and New South Wales.

They may be visited by

spasmodic droughts, but as

a rule not more so than the

mother-colony. Moreover,

in point of healthiness for

sheep, cattle, or horses

northern country is un-

surpassed. For man also

this is remarkably true,

considering the heat of a

tropical sun. In the south-

west there are splendid

tracts of wheat land. As

to the horticulturists, if they

strive more strenuously to

acclimatise foreign plant

life, they shall hybridise

new varieties in conson

ancewith the surroundings.

This has already been

largely done in the eastern

colonies, and now that

prosperity and general

activity seem to have per-

manently settled on this

colony, we shall yet witness

a production of fruits, wools,

and cereals that the world

shall hear of. But this is

not the place to dilate

on the land resources of Western Australia ,  except so far as to

show what an important office the  Minister  for Lands has to fill.

This position is held by the Hon. Alexander Robert

Richardson ,  M.L.A. By reason of his knowledge of most in-

dustries relating to the soil in Western Australia ,  Mr. Richard-

son is well fitted to supervise such an important colonial depart-

ment. He enterprisingly went into undeveloped districts of the

far north and settled among the blacks. He experienced the

dangers and hardships inseparable from the life of a pioneer who

would render habitable the waste lands of the earth. It was

therefore but in the natural order of things that a man of his

observant mind should place his large and varied experience at

the disposal of the Government of the colony .  Mr. Richardson
should be intimately acquainted with the agricultural ,  pastoral,

and horticultural resources of Western Australia, and with his

knowledge of the advanced methods of the eastern colonies, his

occupancy of the high office may be viewed with hope and

confidence. Western Australia is not likely to fall into the errors

of the other Australian colonies in their illiberal land laws.

They strove to make as much as possible out of the sale or rental

of Crown lands, and instead of stimulating, crippled, what is

always the backbone of a country's prosperity. The present is

the moment when universal interest is taken in this colony,

and, given encouragement to settle capital and labour on the land,

the strong basis of a permanent good will be laid.

In the convict days in Tasmania the Rev. Thomas Elliott

Richardson, the father of the Hon. A. R. Richardson, after his

lION. ALEX.  ROBERT  RICHARDSON, ILL.A

term of a student's life at

the Glasgow University, in

which he obtained the

degree of M.A., officiated

as clergyman under the
Presbyterian denomina-

tion. He there had many

varied experiences, and late

in the forties returned to

his native land. Before

this, however, he married

in Tasmania. His wife,

Jane Anderson, had accom-

panied her father, a yeo-

man farmer of Fifeshire,

to Western Australia not

many years after it was

settled. While still a girl,

in 1839, she went with her

father to Tasmania, where

she subsequently met her

future husband. The Rev.

Mr. Richardson and his

young wife, some three or

four years after marriage,

decided to take a trip to

the old country, which,

with two young children,

was then a difficult and

mportant undertaking.

They did not remain long

at home, but voyaged

again to the Southern

Hemispllere, on this

occasion landing in Melbourne. Later on they went to Portland,

where the pastor was given a charge. In those far-off clays,

when Victoria was chiefly an unsettled and uninhabited country,

the life of a pastor in a country district somewhat resembled that

of an explorer. He had to make long and dangerous horseback

journeys in the hush, possessing neither roads nor bridges, and

ofttirnes had to swim swollen rivers to reach lonely and isolated

homesteads and stations. The Rev. Mr. Richardson followed the

life of a pastor for many years in Victoria amid general respect.

Eventually his religious opinions underwent such a change that

he resigned his position as a minister in the Presbyterian Church.

He afterwards purchased a newspaper in Portland known as the

Portland Guardian,  which he edited for many years. The old

newspaper still exists.
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A little over twelve months before the Rev. and Mrs.

Richardson left Great Britain, Alexander Robert Richardson

was born (in 1848), at Islington. There were five children in the

family-three daughters. The eldest, a son, is the Hon. John Elliott

Richardson, member of the Legislative Council of Western

Australia. The boyhood of the Hon. A. R. Richardson was

spent in Victoria, and there lie received an excellent education

at different schools, and a splendid grounding of character from

his mother and father. In the sixties his father and his uncle,

Mr. Thomas Anderson, were in correspondence with Mr. Walter

Padbury, a well-known West Australian pioneer. From this

correspondence was gleaned news of the explorations of the late

Mr. T. F. Gregory in the Roebourne district of this colony, and

of the rich pastoral lands lying idle there. Such a strong effect

had the information contained in the letters on the minister's

sons and three of their friends that they enterprisingly yearned to

face the difficulties of early settlement, and the romantic life

among the aborigines. After much careful deliberation their

parents were not averse to gratifying their adventurous wishes,

and preparations were soon energetically made for their leaving

for Western Australia. Mr. A. R. Richardson was then but

seventeen years old, and just the age when the adventurous

instincts are strongest in youth. His stamina was soon put to

the test. In 1865 the five young men--the brothers Richardson,

Edwin Anderson, Mackenzie Grant, and John Edgar-left

Victoria. They had chartered the ship Maria Ross, and taking

with them 1,600 ewes and necessary provisions they sailed for

the scene of operations. On the 2nd April, 1865, they landed

at Tientsin Harbour, now called Cossack Bay, the port of the

Ruebourne district, where they secured a lease of over 2C0,000

acres, and gave to it the name of Pyramid Station, and spread

their sheep over the good pasture land. Then followed many

years of secluded life, with no companionship but that of a few

brother pioneer settlers and the natives. Prominent among the

neighbouring settlers were several young men now well known in

Western Australia :-Mr. Chas. Harper, M.L.A., Mr. H. W.

Venn, M.L.A. (late Commissioner of Railways), Mr. Robert F.

Sholl, M.L.A., Mr. H. W. Sholl, M.L.A., Mr. E. T. Hooley,

M.L.A., and Mr. D. N. McLeod, M.L.A. (for Portland, in the

Victorian Assembly). All these gentlemen became old and

tried friends amid the hardships and vicissitudes of pioneer life

in North-Western Australia. The party worked laboriously to

improve their property, and the flocks fattened and multiplied.

Each season proved that their enterprise was well-founded. They

had their daily round of duties ; they had their difficulties with the

natives ; they had their shepherding and fencing and other work

incidental to early pastoral pursuits to attend to. And then the

shearing time-the squatter's harvest. This provided the

greatest excitement of the year, and it was not at ways an easy

matter to obtain sufficient labour to remove the golden fleeces

when after a few years the flocks had largely increased.

After four years of varied success the partnership was

dissolved by Messrs. Grant and Anderson separating from their

companions. These two gentlemen took their shares of the stock

and started to travel them to Perth. It proved an exceptionally

dry season and their efforts resulted disastrously. They were not

to be daunted, for, returning to the north again, they settled on

land which is now widely known in the colony as the De Grey

Station. When the partnership was dissolved, Mr. A. It. Richard-

son took the management of the Pyramid Station. At that time

he was but twenty-one years old, which shows that lie must

have had a wise head on his young shoulders. But his four

years' training proved all sufficient, and his interests became

more and more extensive. It would be impossible to mention

in this pen sketch all the difficulties passed through. Some of

them were sufficient to daunt many men. The climate, in the

first place, was excessively trying at certain periods of the

summer, but Mr. Richardson being naturally of a strong and

robust constitution suffered little on that score. Many times the

provisions on the station (so far away from any town) were so

limited that the party were reduced to most unpleasant straits.

For instance, once they were compelled to live on a quarter

of a pound of barley, ground in a coffee mill, a day ; and on

many occasions on a quarter of a pound and half a pound of flour.

't'hen they were often without tea and sugar-much loved

luxuries on the back stations. These difficulties were caused by

reason of ships trading from Fremantle and other ports being

overdue. The following is an instance of what early settlers had

at times to contend with, when, for business or health, voyages were

undertaken to the settled and more civilised south. Mr. Richard-

son, in order to proceed to Fremantle, on one occasion stepped on

board a fore-and-aft schooner of 80 tons burden. The little

craft, baffled with adverse winds and gales, was blown some

1,100 miles off shore, and after 47 days reached Champion Bay,

700 miles from their port of departure-Cossack. The rations

were nearly absorbed, and latterly were allotted in the smallest

quantities. At last those on board had neither food nor water,

but happily eighteen hours after this happened they made

Champion Bay. It was a cheerful sight to them-that of the

port and the few buildings near the beach.

While Mr. Richardson was managing the Pyramid Station

lie was married, in  1874,  to Ellen, daughter of Mr. John Wellard,

an enterprising and widely respected colonist. Some months before

the advent of Mr. Richardson and party, Mr. Wellard chartered,

fitted out, and despatched a ship-the Tientsin-with a cargo of

sheep, cattle, and horses for the Roebourne district. He person-

ally accompanied the expedition, superintended the landing of the

stock, placed Mr. Shakespeare Hall, also a worthy pioneer, in

charge of his party of men, and returned to Fremantle. Mr. W ellard

was therefore one of the earliest pastoralists in the Roebourne dis-

trict. Mr. Richardson continued to reside in the Nickol Bay (now

Roebourne) district until 1876. By this time he naturally desired

to get nearer civilised parts, more especially for the sake of his

young wife. His brother and Mr. Edgar were still in partner-

ship with him, and with their consent a manager was appointed

to the station. Finally, the Hon. J. E. Richardson took the

management of the partnership concerns. Mr. Richardson now

purchased the Serpentine Farm, at Serpentine, from his father-in-

law, and there took up his residence. He set himself the task of

improving and developing the estate. By much industry,

practical knowledge, and the judicious outlay of a good deal of

capital, he has cleared thick forest lands and subdivided then{

with wild dog -proof fencing. Thus lie converted an area of land,
which formerly carried, indifferently, about 300 head of cattle,

and on which he was informed that sheep could never thrive,

into its present capacity of 250 cattle, 3,000 sheep, and 80 horses.

What is of more consequence, he furnished to the colony an

object-lesson as to the wise utilisation of much of its waste

lands.

In 1880 Mr. Richardson was impressed, after a careful

perusal of the reports of Mr. Alexander Forrest, M.L.A., on his

explorations in the Kimberley and surrounding districts, that
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gained a business connection with

beaten slowly. The general tidal-wave that bore in its flood many

fortune-mongers, received Mr. Backhouse on its crest and left

him high and dry in Western Australia. This was his second

Argonautic expedition to the land of the " Golden Fleece." In

August, 1893, immediately after his arrival, he started practice

in Perth as mining and consulting engineer. His scientific

reputation was the means of his obtaining a considerable practice.

His counsel and opinion were sought for continually in mining

matters, and he gradually

leading mining companies.

The West Australian  Gold fields, Limited, was absolutely the

pioneer of English companies in Coolgardie .  Its directors had

just entered  into some  large mining

Backhouse to accept the

managership of their

mines; they acted with

discretion in their choice.

Since his appointment the

company has flourished and

been paying goodly divi-

dends, due to the mana-

gerial ability. This corn-

pany, which was floated on

the London market by the

Hon. H. J. Saunders,

M.L.C., a few years ago, is

now accredited with the

possession of extensive real

estate and various proper-

ties which necessitate Mr.

Backhouse's travelling over

large portions of the colony.

In his twin capacity of

manager and overseer, he

inspects and takes accurate

bearings and measurements

of all the different proper-

ties. A series of flotations

by the company early took

place in rapid succession ;

the White Feather Reward

Mine, Mount Jackson Gold

Mine, Mount Margaret Re-

ward Claim, the Princess

Alice, the Quartz Hill Re-

ward, and the Yerilla Gold

mines. The subsidiary corn-

transactions, and invited Mr.
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the march. His trip was undertaken for a purely scientific

purpose, namely, exploration.

In 1895 he was elected a councillor in the Coolgardie muni-

cipality. Various corporate bodies in their collective capacity

claim his active services. He holds (1896) the honorary position

of vice-president of the Chamber of Mines and Commerce. The

utility of this body of mining men in standing by and seeing that

justice is wrought is now beginning to be more widely recognised.

Athletics is natural in the Australian citizen, and with all Mr.

Backhouse's flood of business he finds time for patronising various

kinds of sport. The Rugby Football Club of Coolgardie may

think itself honoured by the presence of his name on the

syllabus as vice-president. Similar sporting clubs enrol his name

WILLIAM MU)IME.Photo by

panies now owning these have invested large capital in them, and

add the degree of "limited" after their names. As offshoots from

the parent stem, it behoves Mr. Backhouse, to carefully look to the

young twigs and tender branches. Any advice, scientific or me-

chanical, is to be tendered to them.

Acute and observant, his reports and scientific accounts of

the physical features of the country he has traversed, which in-

cludes all the goldfields of the interior, must be regarded as stamped

with authority, especially in view of his extensive geological and

chemical knowledge. He was the first mining engineer in Cool-

gardie to perform the journey from Coolgardie to Lake Way through

the Murchison Goldfields to Geraldton. It was considered a great

feat to accomplish. And such a luke-warm epithet does not in any

way compensate for the fatigue and many harassing discomforts of

Greenham & Evans.

as patron or honorary office-

bearer. The very surface

of this sketch shows a rich

outcrop of energy. That

wealth of scientific experi-

ence, which is a mechanical

mixture of theory and prac-

tice, serves well its twofold

purpose in Coolgardie. The

student of promise in the

University has not belied

the propitious prophecy.

His  alma mater  has every

reason to be proud of one

of the ablest of her sons,

whose name will long be

associated with scientific

progress in the gold mining

industry of Coolgardie.

WILLIAM MUMME.

GT'HE evolutionary ideal

1 of pure altruism has

not yet reconciled itself to

the world of commerce.

From the satiety of  10 com-

mercial egoism " flows a

subsequent and secondary

spirit of philanthropy. In

the race for life there are

many "watery kindnesses."

The zeal and zest of each

individual's energy is

awakened and quickened to the consideration of the narrow

region of self, and by very slow degrees to the region of not-self.

In reviewing the several stages of the life of pioneers, we

cannot but take into consideration the many hardships and diffi-

culties of their lot. William Mumme is a living proof of the

theory that the universe of commerce demands rigid laws of her

own. Till these are obeyed there is no high-water mark of

success. Mr. Mumme was born in Hamburg in 1838. He left

school at an early age, and became engaged in a brewery in

Wohldorf, near Hamburg. He subsequently transferred his

services to the Poppenbuttel Brewery. After acquiring com-

plete knowledge of the art of brewing, he resolved to go to a

field where there would be sufficient scope for his energies. In

1857 he sailed to South Australia, and found employment at
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